Kinetic investigation of the relationship between the efficiency of columns and their diameter.
Many brands of packing materials made of fine particles are now available in both conventional (4.6 mm i.d.) and narrow-bore (2.1 mm i.d.) columns. It is a general observation that the efficiency of the former tends to be markedly higher than that of the latter. This report provides a detailed illustration of the characteristics of this enigma. The corrected reduced plate heights of three brands of columns packed with shell particles in 4.6 and 2.1 mm I.D. columns were measured. The brands were the 1.7 and 2.6 μm Kinetex-C(18) (Phenomenex, Torrance, CA, USA), the 2.7 μm Poroshell120-C(18) (Agilent Technologies, New Castle, DE, USA), and the 2.7 μm Halo-C(18) (Advanced Material Technologies, Wilmington, DE, USA). The extra-column contributions were minimized by optimizing the configuration of the instrument (injection volume <1.0 μL, 115 μm needle seat capillary, 80 μm connecting tubes, no heat exchanger, 0.8 μL detection cell). The correct peak variances were derived from the numerical integration of the first and second order moments of the experimental band profiles. These experimental results confirm that the kinetic performance of narrow-bore columns is inferior to that of conventional columns for all three brands of shell particles. We demonstrate that this difference is accounted for by a contribution to the column HETP of the long-range eddy diffusion term that is larger in the 2.1 than in the 4.6 mm I.D. columns. While the associated relative velocity biases are of comparable magnitude in both types of columns, the characteristic radial diffusion lengths are of the order of 100 and 40 μm in the wall regions of narrow-bore and conventional columns, respectively.